
 

 

 

 

 

Ceremony – Starting at $300 
Key musical moments in the wedding to consider: 

 Light background-style music played before the ceremony 

 Processional: When the wedding party walks down the aisle 

 Processional: When the bride walks down the aisle  

 Possible interlude songs, for special moments 

 Recessional: For when you’re declared man and wife 

 Light background-style music played as the wedding party and crowd dissipates 

 

You may request specific songs, styles, or genres for different parts of your wedding ceremony.  

 

Additional  Ceremony  Services 
 
Add a Musician! 
Add a musician for a more full sound: 

 Duo:      + $200 

 Trio:       + $350 

 Quartet: + $500 

 
Challenging Song Requests: +$50 solo (+$100 duo/trio/quartet)  
While most song requests aren’t “challenging”, there are exceptions that come up sometimes! This is to 

cover the cost of sheet music and time to practice/rehearse any challenging songs 

 

Mash-up Arrangements: +$100 solo (+$200 duo/trio/quartet) 
Pick out a handful of songs to make a mash-up of, to play during a key moment in the wedding. I’ll 

arrange 30 second clips of songs you select and add transitions 

 

Backing Track or Speaker: +$100 
The violin is a very acoustically loud instrument, and is easy to hear. A speaker can be helpful in 

amplifying the sound for large crowds, or if the wedding is near something noisy, like a waterfall. A 

speaker can also be used to accompany the violin if you’d like a backing track-style accompaniment for 

when the violin plays 

 



Cocktail Hour/Dinner – Starting at $300 
I play very recognizable classic rock and modern pop covers on violin during cocktail hour/dinner. This 

part of the show is played with a speaker and backing track accompaniment 

 

Additional  Cocktail Hour/Dinner Services 
 

Challenging Song Requests: +$50 solo  
While most song requests aren’t “challenging”, there are exceptions that come up sometimes! This is to 

cover the cost of sheet music and time to practice/rehearse any challenging songs 

 

Mash-up Arrangements: +$100 solo  
Pick out a handful of songs to make a mash-up of, to play during a key moment in the wedding. I’ll 

arrange 30 second clips of songs you select and add transitions 

 

Special Deals 
Ceremony + Cocktail Hour: $500 
 
 

Travel 
I am based in Duluth, MN but travel to the Twin Cities often. Travel time is based either city, 
whichever is closest to your wedding location 
1+ hour: +$50 
2+ hour: +$100 


